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A Letter from Ms. Ashley
Greetings!
Thank you for your interest in Kwanzaa 365! As an African American teacher and mother, I created this
curriculum with the intention of preparing our youth for a future of collectivism and progress. Within
this curriculum you’ll find a combination of worksheets and activities for hands on play. As my
motivation is to educate young children on the importance of the principles of Kwanzaa, I encourage
you to familiarize yourself with the holiday itself and its principles. I also encourage you to think outside
the box in your approach to facilitating these activities.
While this curriculum is filled with ideas, you are certainly not limited to what is written within these
pages. Education in early childhood is maximized through play and child led learning. Sometimes the
best lessons unfold when we follow our children’s natural instincts and interests. Use this material as a
guide, and take note of what your child is really keying into with the exposure to this information. From
there, you may find lots of opportunities to explore a subject even further. For example, though the
activities for each country in Africa generally span over a week’s time, you may find that your child
really enjoys one aspect of your learning in particular. Dig deeper! This is a curriculum that encourages
motivation and application. Allow room for your child to get inspired, motivated and ready to apply
what they’re learning!

And with that…
Let’s get started!
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Why Kwanzaa?
Kwanzaa is an African American holiday that takes place from December 26th
through January 1st. It was created in 1966 by Maulana Karenga during the Black
Freedom Movement. Although celebrated primarily by African Americans, Kwanzaa
has made an impact in areas outside the Americas in uniting black people around
the world.
Kwanzaa is a celebration of the harvest; the first fruits. In tending to our seeds prior
to the Kwanzaa season, we are thankful and rejoice in the fruits of our labor. Thus, we give thanks
at Kwanzaa.
Much like the harvest, this curriculum also celebrates the first fruits, but the fruits of which we call
children. Children are the seeds in which we nurture and tend to for our
collective. They are the ones that will carry our legacy and challenge the
systems that have plagued our communities for the last several
generations. In celebrating them now, we celebrate the future.
It is with that, we spend our time studying and working through the seven
principles of Kwanzaa all year long. The principles are the foundation of
community development and African sovereignty. Watering our seeds with the brilliance of the
principles is the exact kind of nutrition for the mind we need as a people.
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Why Africa?
Africa is home. When our ancestors were torn from their
families and land to come to the Americas, they were also
stripped of their culture, language and spirituality. Even today,
many of us live a life without the knowing of where our
families originate. We have taken on customs and ideologies
of the European standpoint. The indoctrination of our people
has caused us to become a lost collective; denied the
opportunity to understand our roots and our true traditions.
As we navigate the western world and its influences, even our
interpretation of Africa is distorted. This curriculum is a
beginner’s exploration of what many call the motherland. It is an overview of the vast lands and
diverse cultures within the continent.
And while surely there’s more geography for children to discover, our sole intent in this exploration
of Africa is to create a foundation where we understand our roots and create an allegiance to the
motherland.
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Making Connections…
Studying Africa from a distance is an attempt to restore
the cultural distance and disconnect that we have with
our origins.
Be mindful of customs and traditions that are unique to
the motherland that may be new for you. This is the
perfect time for you to stretch your knowledge and
challenge misinformation that may have been fed to
you as an adult.
As we explore elements of each country, find areas in
learning where you can make connections. Children
enjoy relating to other people. If there is a sport that is
popular in one country that your child is familiar with,
celebrate it! Though we may have differences in
culture, we also have many similarities. Ultimately, we are a diverse and beautiful collective that
comes from loving families, traditions and royalty. That, in and of itself, is the start of something
grand for which we can rejoice!
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Description of
Curriculum Materials
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Curriculum Materials
There are a few
standard materials to
have on hand that we
will be referring back to
throughout our
exploration. As we
learn new information
each week, it’s
important to be able to
support students in
“connecting the dots”
back to the principles.
In the next few pages,
you’ll find a brief
breakdown of the
major components of this curriculum and how we use each of these materials in conjunction with
the other activities. A specific guide in creating each piece will be outlined further along in the
curriculum.
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Kinara
The kinara is a very important part of Kwanzaa and tool
for this curriculum. Each candle on the kinara represents
a different principle. By adding a candle for each day that
progresses, we use it for identifying each principle and
reflecting during our quiet thinking time.
For this curriculum, you may purchase a kinara for your
family or use some of the suggestions in our lesson plans
to create a homemade kinara. Either way will work with
your learning, so long as you stick to the seven candles;
three of which are red (the blood), three that are green
(the land) and a black (the people) candle in the middle.
Though there are different ways to light each candle on
the kinara, for this curriculum we start inward and work toward the outer candles. The black candle
comes first for Umoja and then we continue adding candles by alternating colors with the
innermost candles until we have completed them all.
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Africa Map
It is very important to have a visual representation of
Africa for constant use with our studies. There are maps
of Africa that can be used for your reference included
within this curriculum. You also have the option to print
out your own with an internet search.
In helping our children learn about each country, using a
geographical map to study will help students better
identify each country. For added fun, you can also create
a mini paper airplane as shown above to further spotlight
which country you are currently “visiting”/studying.
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Passports

The passport is a transition piece as we discover
each new country. Students will use the passport to
enhance fine motor skills with writing and adding a
new flag for the country they are studying.
When using the passport and the flag map (shown
in the picture farthest right) children can use their
passports to locate countries on the map.
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Trust Blocks
The trust blocks are an extended learning
exercise in carrying out the principles. Although
the initial execution of the activity may only
take a few days for full understanding, this is a
very important element that should be referred
to throughout the learning year. This is to
reinforce the values of the seven principles as it
relates to everyday life as an African.
The trust blocks themselves are a visual
representation of the seven principles. These
principles are recognized the seven jobs of
African people. In order to maintain the trust of
the collective, every African must do their part
in carrying out these principles in the best way
they know how. In doing so, the legacy of that
collective is restored.
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Revolutionaries
The study of our ancestors and their wisdom is how our children can build on their
foundation. In this curriculum, we place special focus on Marcus Garvey; however, it is
important to further explore other leaders who have paved the way in our
communities. Below is a very brief list of some of the many fascinating revolutionaries
who contributed a great deal of courage and excellence to our people.

Khalid
Muhammad
Huey P.
Newton
Malcolm X

Sojourner
Truth
Stokely
Carmichael
Fred Hampton

Harriet
Tubman
Amos Wilson

Afeni Shakur

Queen Nzinga

Queen Nandi

Veronza
Bowers

Ivan Van
Sertima

Mary & Henry
Highland
Garnette

Jacob
Carruthers
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Assata Shakur
Bobby E.
Wright
John Henrik
Clarke
Booker T.
Washington
Frantz Fanon

Thomas
Sankara
Patrice
Lumumba
George &
Johnathan
Jackson
Betty Shabazz
Political
Prisoners

Flag Puzzle

Our flag puzzle serves as a group activity
of unifying. At the start of a new school
week (Umoja Monday), putting the
puzzle together represents bringing the
community and family together. When
we bring all of the pieces together, we
bring the people together.
Instructions on creating this puzzle will
be given further along in the curriculum.
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Lesson Planning
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Planning your day with your learners.
As a teacher and facilitator, it’s important to provide some form of structure for your early learner. While
every child’s needs are different, setting a suitable schedule can help improve your child’s learning as they will
become accustomed to a routine. Repetition and consistency with your instruction will help your child
develop and know what to expect as they are progressing. Although some flexibility is encouraged, an overall
organized flow of learning can be an asset to your facilitation and your learner’s receptiveness. Below is a
potential 8 hour learning block that you can implement with your learner(s) should you need it.

Time

Activity

8:00-8:45 am

Open Play (Blocks, Puzzles, Dramatic Play, Sand/Water Table)

8:45-9:15 am

Outside Time/Gross Motor (Jumping, Stretching, Movement) Activities

9:15-9:30

Umoja Circle

9:30-10:00

Kwanzaa 365

10:00-10:15
10:15-11:00

Snack
Open play

11:00-11:30

Outside Time

11:30-12:00

Stories/Music and Movement

12:00-12:30

Lunch

12:30-2:00

Quiet Rest Time/Book Looking/Nap

2:00-2:30

Snack

2:30-3:15
3:15-3:45

Outside Time
Small Group Instruction/One on One Instruction (Counting, Letter Identification, etc.)

3:45-4:45

Open Play

4:45-5:00

Umoja Circle
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Umoja Circle
The Umoja (Unity) circle is traditionally known as circle time in the classroom. In the case of this
curriculum, it’s a special time for storytelling, discussion and reflection.
As our learners become more familiar with the principles, you can use the morning time to
introduce the principle of the day. One way of doing so is by using a song, such as “Days of the
Week” in the tune of the Adams Family theme song.
Days of the Week ::snap, snap::
Days of the Week ::snap, snap::
Days of the Week, days of the week, days of the week ::snap, snap::
There’s Imani and Umoja
Kujichagulia and Ujima
Ujamaa and Nia
And then there’s Kuumba
Days of the Week ::snap, snap::
Days of the Week ::snap, snap::
Days of the Week, days of the week, days of the week ::snap, snap::

Once the song is completed, you can focus in on your principle of the day with your quiet thinking
time.
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Quiet Thinking Time
Our quiet thinking time is an introduction to meditation and affirmations. Depending
on the day, we introduce quiet thinking time with a prompt question, a positive
thought to reflect on or by giving an allotted amount of time to quiet the mind.
A suitable time frame for quiet thoughts is 1-5 minutes, depending on the age group.
Two minutes should suffice for three year olds to sit quietly without interruption after
getting some experience with quiet thinking time. For older children, they may be
able to remain calm for as long as five minutes with practice.
We start quiet thinking time once our principle of the day has been shared. If there is
a prompt question, we invite friends to sit with:




A calm body
Listening ears
And a quiet mouth

They can use quiet thinking time to think of an answer to your prompt question or to reflect on an affirmation if given. Our learners
may need some help/time with this, so be patient! Establishing a routine will take some time and as meditation may be new for
some friends, it is okay to need some more practice. As a guide, try inviting friends to either close their eyes or focus in on the kinara
when they are sitting still. And lastly, if quiet thinking time needs to be cut short then, by all means, move on to the next part of your
activity!
Once quiet thinking time has been completed, you can discuss any thoughts that came up during their quiet time. If you lit the
candles on the kinara, you can complete quiet thinking time by blowing them out. Invite children to take a deep breath and release
any negative emotions (“angry or sad thinking”) that do not serve them. You can also think of a happy wish and give it to the kinara
when we blow out the candles.
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7 Days a Week
As there are seven days coinciding with the seven principles, this curriculum is
clearly designed to have a lesson every day of the week. Depending on how
you are carrying out your lessons, this may alter your planning for the week.
Some suggestions:
 Remember that the intent is to implement
the principles every day. There are no days
off as an African.
 If you are using this curriculum as part of a
day program operating five days a week,
you’ll likely have to tailor your work week to
include any of the major activities normally
done on the weekend.
 You can also encourage parents to do the
suggested activities on the weekend.
 Sundays are always a day to review.
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The Principle 7
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The Principle 7
The first seven weeks of Kwanzaa 365 are used to better identify the principles of Kwanzaa, why they are used
and how to implement them on a more community based level. Once completed, students will be able to
apply the principles through the lens of learning about Africa. This framework is a guide and therefore should
be used as such. If you find that you need more or less time to review feel free to adjust as needed.
There are accompanying worksheets with this curriculum. These are optional learning pieces where students
can further their exploration and practice writing skills; however they are not mandatory.

Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4
Week 5
Week 6
Week 7

What is Kwanzaa?
What do the principles mean?
Who am I?
Where do I come from?
Who is in my community?
How can we use the principles to grow our
community?
How can we use the principles to connect with
Africa?
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